Al~traet--A coplanar pursuit-evasion game of the kind in the atmosphere between a coasting pursuer and a maneuvering evader of constant speed is considered. For this game the adjoint equations can be integrated analytically starting at the circular target set of the game. This allows to express the optimal strategies of the pursuer and the evader on the boundary of the capture set, as functions of the current and final values of the variables. The evader strategy is a hard turn towards the final line of sight. For the pursuer, the closed form solution allows to synthesize a feedback guidance law for a real-time implementation. The performance achieved by this suboptimal pursuer strategy is substantially superior to proportional navigation and only slightly worse than the optimal.
INTRODUCTION
Realistic pursuit-evasion games opposing a missile to a maneuvering aircraft in the atmosphere are characterized by an inherent dissymmetry. The missile is designed to be faster and more maneuverable than the aircraft. This kinematical advantage is, however, temporary. The rocket motor accelerating the missile to a high velocity is of short duration. In the coasting phase the high, but finite kinetic energy of the missile is rapidly dissipated by the work done against the aerodynamic drag. On the other hand, the fuel flow of an aircraft allows it to maintain constant or slowly varying velocity for a very long period of time. The basis of the dissymmetry between pursuer and evader is therefore kinematic advantage vs energy advantage.
Analysis of pursuit--evasion games between constant speed vehicles [1, 2] showed that a faster and more maneuverable pursuer can achieve "point caputure" in a finite time from any initial condition. The optimal strategies in such a game, with the time of capture as the pay-off [3] , are for both players to turn at maximum rate towards the final line of sight direction. Once the players reach this line they continue to move along it until capture. In the game between two variable speed players [4] the optimal strategies are somewhat similar; both players turn towards the final line of sight direction with asymptotically decaying rate but in effect never reach this final direction.
In the missile vs aircraft pursuit-evasion game considered in this paper the energy-kinematics dissymmetry leads to the existence of a bounded finite "capture set". As long as the pursuer has a kinematic advantage over the evader it can assure its capture. However, with a limited amount of energy at its disposal, the pursuer's kinematic advantage will be lost at a certain time. Consequently, the pursuer will not be able to reach its target from every initial state.
The "capture set" is to be determined by the solution of the appropriate game of kind which yields also the optimal strategies of the players along the boundary of the capture set. The simplest model for such a game, preserving the salient features of the original problem, is of coplanar geometry between a coasting pursuer and a constant speed evader.
Several versions of such a dynamic model were investigated in recent years. In [5] the attainability domain of a coasting vehicle was studied and in [6] the capture region of this pursuer, opposed to a constant velocity evader in simple motion, was analyzed. In [7] the case of a coasting pursuer, using a parabolic drag model and employing proportional navigation, opposed to a constant velocity maneuvering evader was investigated as an optimal evasion problem.
The objective of the present paper is to study the qualitative game solution with the above described dynamics. 
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The geometry of planar pursuit defining the state variables of the game is depicted in Fig. 1 . A vehicle P, called the pursuer, possessing a velocity Vp is pursuing in planar motion a second vehicle, the evader E, assumed to be flying with a constant velocity V E.
/~ = vE cos(~E -0) -Vp cos(~p -0); 
where FE and Fp are the maximum turning rates of the evader and the pursuer respectively and ue and up are the controls. These values depend on the maximum lateral acceleration available to the players and are therefore functions of the flight conditions. For a constant speed vehicle in horizontal flight the value of F is constant. The pursuer speed dynamics is given by
where kp is a constant depending on the altitude and CD is the nondimensional drag coefficient. Neglecting gravity, the turning rate of the pursuer is given by
where CL is the nondimensional lift coefficient, having a limit value of CL,~. For missiles operating in the domain of small angles of attack, a linear lift
and a parabolic drag polar where R~r is the minimum admissible turning radius of the pursuer defined by
00) (ll)
With these new variables, and with a dot denoting now the derivative with respect to normalized time t' the game equations with the parabolic drag polar are given by
:E = aUE,
where a is the ratio of pursuer's minimum turning radius to that of the evader (in general a < 1) and
The game described by these equations terminates with capture when the pursuer approaches the evader to the normalized distance r = rf,
i.e. the game target set T is defined as a closed circular cylinder of radius rr,
where x = (r, 0, ?E, V, ?p)T is the state vector and no additional conditions are imposed on 0, ?E, v, yp.
DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL STRATEGIES
The solution of a game of kind, such as one formulated in the previous section of this paper, is to determine the boundary of the "capture set" in the game. This "capture set" is the set of all admissible initial conditions Xo = (r0, 0o, ?E0, v0, ?po) ~' from which the pursuer can drive the game to the target set T given in (21) with it<0, against any admissible control action of the evader.
As discussed in the Introduction, the "capture set" of the present game is a bounded region in the five-dimensional state space. The boundary of the "capture set" consists of the target set T, the hyperplane v = v0, (determined by the initial kinetic energy of the pursuer) and a closed semipermeable hypersurface called the "barrier". The "barrier" is formed by an infinite set of game trajectories [solutions of equations (13)--(17)] generated by using a pair of optimal strategies E*(x) and P*(x) such that
and
The Hamiltonian of the qualitative game is the scalar product of the adjoint vector P = (P,, P0, PvE, P,', prp)r and the state velocity x. The vector p represents the gradient of the barrier hypersurface, whenever such a gradient exists:
Employing the optimal strategy of the evader (pursuer) prevents the state of the game to be driven from the "barrier" inside (outside) the "capture set". The optimal strategy pair and the respective control actions in (22)- (23) can be determined by the rain-max principle of qualitative games [8] :
min H(x, p, up, u~) = max H(x, p, Up*, UE) = H(x, p, up*, u*) = 0.
(25)
The components of adjoint vector p have to satisfy the following set of differential equations and transversality conditions:
From the rain-max principle in (25) the optimal control strategies on the barrier can be determined:
Fortunately, the adjoint equations can be analytically integrated in terms of the state variables and their final values. This is done in the Appendix and the results are
where z is the normalized time to go, and equating/~E to zero along the singular trajectory. It leads to the singular evader control
implying that along the singular trajectory ?E = ?E~ = 0f. This singular trajectory is on a "universal surface" [9] , it reaches the target set and attracts other barrier trajectories. For all the other final conditions (?Er # Or),
It can thus be summarized that the evader's strategy is to turn towards the final line of sight direction. This strategy is identical to the one obtained in the "game of two cars" [3] . The optimal control strategy of the pursuer is obtained by substituting the expressions for Pv and prp from (36) and (37) This expression indicates that the pursuer's strategy is to turn toward the final line of sight direction but this direction is never reached. Such behavior is similar to the one observed in [4] .
BARRIER CONSTRUCTION
Since the optimal control strategies of the players are expressed by explicit functions of the state variables and their final values, barrier trajectories can be constructed by backwards integration starting at the boundary of the usable part (BUP) of the target set.
For the barrier construction the four-dimensional reduced space r, bE, v, ~bp is employed with ~b, = (),,-0), i = E, P.
Without loosing any generality, the final line of sight will be employed as the angular reference line, i.e. 0r = 0. In the reduced space the target set boundary, as well as the barrier, are three-dimensional manifolds. The barrier is supported by the two-dimensional BUP, defined by r ----rf, vf----COS t~Er/COS t~p r.
In the process of constructing barrier trajectories ~ef and ~pr serve as two independent parameters. Integration of the trajectories stops at v = v0. Since the game is autonomous, it is convenient to use v as the independent variable. The closed form integration of the adjoint variables in the Appendix is based on the assumption of their continuity. Consequently a backward trajectory is valid only as long as a singular surface of the game, implying an eventual discontinuity, is not encountered. In differential games several types of such singular surfaces may exist [9] and their discovery is an inherent part of the game solution. In the presently solved game the existence of a "dispersal surface" on the barrier was discovered by the intersection of two families of barrier trajectories. Each point on this "dispersal surface" is associated with a pair of barrier trajectories terminating in different points of the BUP. An example of such a trajectory pair is depicted in Fig. 2 . In the computations the parameters detailed in Table I were used. As can be seen by comparing Figs 3 and 4 both players have different controls along the intersecting trajectories. This indicates that on the "dispersal surface" both players have two different strategies. It is, however, obvious that the choice between the two strategies (left turn or right turn) is the evader's and the pursuer only reacts to this choice. In Fig. 5 the projection of the capture zone on v -v0 is shown, including the dispersal line.
As mentioned earlier, the barrier is a three-dimensional hypersurface in a four-dimensional state space (r, @s, @p, v) and therefore cannot be directly visualized. The intersection of this barrier with the hyperplane v = Vo = constant is, however, a two-dimensional surface characterized by the set of points (r0, 0~, ~bp0). For a given value of v0 the "maximum capture range" r0 is a function of the initial angular geometry, represented by OEo and Or0-This relationship is plotted in Fig. 6 for the presently used example.
DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the potential benefit which can be derived from the qualitative game solution, a comparison with proportional navigation (PN), the most popular missile guidance law, was carried out.
The results show that the improvement in increased capture range provided by the optimal pursuer strategy is substantial in all cases. The exact level of improvement depends, of course, on the initial conditions and the navigation ratio (N) of the PN guidance law selected for the comparison. For initial conditions favorable to the missile, i.e. near to collision course, the increase in capture range is only of the order of 3-5%. For unfavorable initial conditions, however, the improvement can reach 15-20%. This trend is demonstrated by the results of two examples, presented in Table 2 in comparison with a PN missile of N = 4. (This value is asserted to be the lowest one which provides an efficient guidance against maneuvering targets [10] in a scenario of nonlinear geometry.) Note that against the PN missile the evader's optimal game strategy is not the very best. Against such a missile a "bang-bang" strategy [7] will further decrease the capture range.
The demonstrated advantage of the game solution raises the question of an eventual implementation of the optimal strategies. For this purpose these strategies have to be expressed in an explicit feedback form, or at least approximated by feedback expressions.
For the evader this task is rather straightforward. Equation (46) can be transformed to a feedback form by replacing Of with 0 leading to
Since 0 always converges to Of this maneuver in most cases is either identical or very similar to the optimal one. There is only a small region in the neighborhood of the dispersal line (see Fig. 5 ) where such strategy gives the wrong direction. If it is assumed that the evader can measure Op then (52) can be improved by replacing ~bE with a linear approximation of the dispersal line 
In the present example k ---0.49. If Op is not measurable the evader has no better feedback alternative than (52). The optimal strategy of the pursuer, given in (47) and making use of (35), is more complex because it depends on three quantities, (z, 0f, ~Ef), unknown at any current position. Since z can be expressed as a function of current and final state the number of unknowns is reduced to two (Of, ~'E,).
Moreover, one can assume, observing the nature of the optimal evader strategy, that the value of (7~f-00 in most cases will be very small, satisfying COS(~E,-Of) ,~ 1.
Based on this approximation only the value of Of has to be computed 
where 0"t is the estimate of the final line of sight direction. It would be, however, desirable to combine this approximation of the optimal pursuer strategy with PN for the terminal phase of the trajectory. The reason for this suggestion is the excellent reputation of PN for terminal guidance and the lack of experience with the presently derived game strategy. Such a combination would guarantee robust performance against non-optimally behaving evaders.
One difficulty occurs at the neighborhood of the dispersal line. On the dispersal line the value of Of for the same initial conditions depends on the direction of the evader turn. Since for the evader both turns are equivalent, its decision cannot be predicted. Using the wrong estimate of ~ in the the missile use of a PN guidance law until the direction of the evader turn can be identified and then the optimal game strategy using the corresponding correct value of/~f can be implemented.
Outside this band of initial conditions the proposed guidance law is the synthesis of the following elements: The values of 6, E and Vlam should be selected to provide a robust guidance performance.
Obviously the maximum range of the proposed (suboptimal) guidance law will be shorter than the capture range of the game solution.
For the initial conditions of the examples in Table 2 the performance loss was examined using vii m = 1.67. The results summarized in Table 3 show that this performance loss is truly negligible compared to the improvement achieved with respect to PN.
These examples also verified that if the evader uses a non-optimal strategy, capture takes place with a substantial closing velocity.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper the qualitative pursuit-evasion game between a coasting missile and a constant speed aircraft is analyzed. Closed form solution of the adjoint variables allows direct construction of barrier trajectories backwards from the BUP of the game target set. The barrier construction leads the way to determine the capture set of the game. The intersection of the barrier with a hyperplane v = v0 determines the "no-escape capture envelope" of the missile of a given initial kinetic energy.
A missile guidance law based on this qualitative game solution provides a substantial improvement by enlarging the capture zone in comparison with a missile guided by proportional navigation. A real-time feedback implementation of this guidance law is proposed and it is shown to be robust with respect to non-optimal evader strategies. The performance loss of this suboptimal feedback guidance law compared to the optimal game solution is negligible.
